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Previous work with the NIMROD code studying 
tokamak edge modes with a relatively high q

95
 (6-7) 

encountered difficulties.

● The poloidal-resolution weak scaling for these cases was limited by the 
amount of system memory (RAM) available.

● NIMROD cases with an ideal-like MHD model at this limited resolution 
did not agree ELITE computations.

● This motivated memory profiling of the NIMROD code, which identified 
a memory-scaling bottleneck that has now been overcome.

● The elimination of this memory-scaling bottleneck has enabled a 
successful benchmark between ELITE and NIMROD on the 'Meudas' 
case, which was previously used as the basis of a benchmark between 
ELITE and M3D-C1 [1].

[1] Ferraro et al. Phys. Plasmas 102508 (2010)



Previously, increasing the number of nodes did not 
increase the memory available.

● The table shows the memory used by a case with a 72x128 finite-
element mesh on Hopper where the CrayPat profiler is used for 
memory profiling. The slu_dstm solver is used.

● The OpenMP threads help conserve memory, but something is wrong 
with the memory scaling!

Nodes NThreads Polydeg 3
GB used

Polydeg 4
GB used

Polydeg 5
GB used

Polydeg 6
GB used

Total 
memory 
available

4 3 36.3 63.2 110 OOM 128 GB

4 6 19.6 33.6 58.2 103.9 128 GB

8 3 71.1 129.9 211.5 OOM 256 GB

8 6 37.7 64.4 111.2 198.1 256 GB



NIMROD is now instrumented with a memory profiler 
to investigate these issues.

● The profiler is nimlib/memlog.F90. It is lightweight and MPI and thread 
compatible.

● It registers and tracks objects created on the 'heap' where each object 
must be manually instrumented.

● The memory logger is only enabled when 
-DENABLE_MEM_PROF:BOOL=TRUE is passed to cmake during 
configuration. The default is no memory profiling.

● Each instrumented object holds a pointer to its location within the 
memory logger arrays. For example in nimlib/lagrange_quad.F90:

Memory array 
pointer



Register the object, type, name (e.g. 'beq'), and size.



Set the size to zero.



A memory summary is written to the standard output 
when the report() function is called.

● The report() and update() functions are the only public functions of the 
memory logger singleton object memlogger. It is a simple interface, and 
these statements can be easily inserted into regions of interest.

● The first argument is the report verbosity, an MPI process file-based full 
output (with object-name granularity) is also available for verbosity=1.

● For example, in nimrod.F90:



In addition to NIMROD objects, the SuperLU (and 
PaStiX) information is queried and stored, as well as 
the system memory information in /proc/self/statm.

● The kernel creates the symlink /proc/self/ for each process with 
process information on a Unix-based OS.

● For example, '>ls /proc/self/' will show virtual files with information 
about your shell.

● The memory logger tracks register the Virtual memory allocated 
(VmSize) and the Virtual memory resident set size (VmRSS). VmRSS 
is essentially memory that has been allocated and written to (really it's 
a bit more complicated), and this is the metric to watch to determine 
when the OS will run out of physical memory. 

● This is essentially the information that 'top' uses (VIRT vs. RES), 
except the memory logger can query the usage at specific times within 
the code.



The memory logger output with slu_dstm 
demonstrates that the NIMROD factor type is 
anomalously large.

The factor 
structure is 55% 
of VmRSS!!

Solver='slu_dstm', 48x128 poly_degree 4 mesh.



The matrix factor structure limits the memory-scaling 
using both slu_dist and slu_dstm.

Common question: what does this factor structure do?

slu_dist does not run on a larger 
problem size than 4608 finite 
elements. (out of memory error).



The factor structure stores the matrix sparsity pattern 
in CSR or CSC format, among other things.

From 
nimcore/matrix_type_mod.F90

The sparsity pattern is now a 
separate type.

These arrays store the 
compressed sparsity pattern 
information. 
The memory-scaling problem 
with slu_dist and slu_dstm is 
that the global matrix sparsity 
pattern is stored by each 
process.



Aside: with a compressed sparse row/column 
(CSR/CSC) format, three arrays hold the data.

● The matrix values array (acc), the row/column index array 
(j_acc) and the column/row pointer array (start_acc). NIMROD 
array variables are parenthetical.

● For example, an nxn matrix in CSR:

1 2 3 0 0

0 4 5 6 0

0 0 7 0 0

0 0 8 9 0

0 0 0 0 10

Values (length nnz):

[ 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 ]

Col. Ind. (length nnz):

[ 1 2 3 2 3 4 3 3 4 5 ]

Row Ptr. (length n):

[ 1 4 7 8 10 ]



Global matrix sparsity pattern storage facilitates the 
loading a communication of rows entries owned by 
other processors.

● With slu_dstm and slu_dist matrix:
– A matrix values array (acc in fac_dir of 

nimcore/iter_cg_*.F90) is created with bounds set to 
accommodate both local and communicated values.

– All values are loaded into this array.
– Values corresponding to rows belonging to other 

processor are then loaded from the matrix values array 
into communication arrays and sent to other 
processors.

● This requires a large matrix values array (acc).



With a new routine, only node-local portion of the sparsity 
pattern is stored, and communication of matrix values 
belonging to other processors is done 'on the fly' during 
the matrix load.

● The new routine is used with solver='slu_dsta' (which stands for 
'SuperLU distributed all').

● The new routine is implemented in the (new) iter_dir_fac 
module in nimcore/iter_utils.F90. The old sparsity pattern 
initialization routines from nimcore/iter_cg_*.F90 have been 
combined and moved into this new module.

● Additionally, there is a new matrix load routine 
(iter_cg_shared.F90).



Using this new routine (dsta) the memory 
efficiency during the export of NIMROD's sparse 
matrix to external solvers is improved.



The new distributed sparsity pattern interface (dsta) 
is at least as fast as the previous implementations.

This example case uses SuperLU to obtain the LU factor decomposition and solves for only five time steps. 
Typical linear-physics cases require thousands of time steps without matrix factorization, thus the time-to-solution 
scaling shown here is for comparison only and not characteristic of a typical use case.



This new capability enables new simulations that 
were previously unachievable.

● The maximum achievable amount of poloidal-mesh resolution 
has been increased.

● As the plots on the previous slide implicitly indicate, the old 
routines (dist and dstm) were not able to scale to the same 
resolution as the new routine (dsta).

● With the new routine (dsta), optimizations are made to the 
construction and handling of the matrix sparsity pattern and 
the loading of the distributed matrix values that belong to other 
processors.

● This allows spatial convergence for cases that previously 
encountered a memory-scaling limitation.



With a relatively-large edge safety factor (q
95

~6-7), 

edge simulations require large poloidal resolution. 

● Computations are performed with the 
NIMROD code on Titan, where a single 
mode computation uses 128-512 cores for 
less than an hour.

● Computations use a packed, flux-aligned, 
annular, 48x512 finite-element mesh with 
bi-quintic to bi-septic spectral elements.

● This resolution could be increased even 
further.

● For comparison, the previous memory-
limited cases used a 32x288 finite-
element mesh.

48x512 FE mesh



We are now able to benchmark NIMROD with 
ELITE results on a reconstruction with a 
diverted-plasma and a relatively-high q

95
.

● Thanks to N. Aiba for providing this 
benchmark equilibria.

● This equilibria is a reconstruction of 
diverted H-mode plasma in JT-60U.
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The ideal-like spectrum computed by NIMROD is 
comparable to that computed by ELITE.

Ferraro et al. (2010) 



The eigenmode is qualitatively similar to that seen by 
M3D-C1, although the NIMROD wall location differs.

Ferraro et al. (2010) 
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Convergence depends on resolving in a “diffraction 
pattern” from interference of inboard and outboard 
structure near the x-point.
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Summary

● We have made memory-scaling improvements that have enabled 
previously unachievable simulations.

● In particular, we have implemented a memory profiler within 
NIMROD, which may be useful in future memory-scaling studies.

● We have refined the matrix sparsity pattern storage and matrix 
loads to external solvers to be more memory efficient.

● With these improvements, we have successfully benchmarked 
the diverted, high-q

95
 'meudas' case with ELITE.

● Using the enhancements to the memory management in 
NIMROD, we can now return to cases with edge harmonic 
oscillations (EHO).
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